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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we discuss the incremental implementation
of an autonomous system, capable of generating unique yet
meaningful poetry, using Constraint Handling Rules. The
system consists of a reasoner, which is responsible for en-
suring the grammaticality, poeticness and meaningfulness
of the resulting poems, without depending on any external
corpora. This is achieved, by incrementally pruning a cus-
tomized lexicon, to satisfy the constraints enforced by the
three modules, until an output poem is produced.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.2 [Language Classifications]: Constraint and logic
languages

General Terms
Constraint programming

Keywords
Natural Language Generation, Poetry, Constraint Handling
Rules, Computational Linguistics, Computational Creativ-
ity

1. INTRODUCTION
Computational Creativity is a research field, at the cross

section of Artificial Intelligence, Computational Linguistics
and Cognitive Science, that aims at automatically gener-
ating creative artefacts such as musical pieces, stories, vi-
sual art and poetry. Having a system capable of producing
or simulating human-level creativity helps give more insight
into human creativity and could define it in an algorithmic
way. This could also allow for programs to augment the hu-
man creativity to possibly unexplored horizons. One of the
most expressive and creative uses of language is poetry, as it
offers freedom, in terms of writing rules, and is highly based
on human interpretation. Also unlike other types of text, a
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poem’s value depends on both its content and its form. As
a result, poetry is one of the most interesting and complex
natural language generation (NLG) systems. For a system
to be capable of generating acceptable poetry, we first need
to define the notion of poetry. In [5], Manurung postulates
that a text needs to simultaneously satisfy three properties,
to be considered a poem, namely poeticness (poetic struc-
ture), grammaticality (grammatical structure and syntax)
and meaningfulness (semantic content).

In this work, we discuss the incremental implementation
of an autonomous, intelligent system, capable of generating
unique yet meaningful poetry, using Constraint Handling
Rules. This is achieved through the implementation of a rea-
soner, which creates poems, that achieve poeticness, gram-
maticality and meaningfulness, based on a customized lexi-
con, without any external corpora. In the proposed system,
a poem is generated by incrementally selecting its words,
through a step-wise pruning of the lexicon by the reasoner.
This is done based on the constraints, that represent poet-
icness, grammaticality and meaningfulness.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a compar-
ison with existing, related work is given. In Section 3, the
programming language Constraint Handling Rules is intro-
duced. In Section 4, the system architecture is explained, in
detail. The resulting poems are presented and briefly evalu-
ated, in Section 5. In Section 6, the conclusions and future
work are discussed.

2. RELATED WORK
A myriad of automatic poetry generation systems exist,

all with different approaches, advantages and disadvantages;
a detailed overview of the state of the art can be found in
[7]. However, only the most relevant ones can be discussed
in the scope of this paper; namely Gervás’ work [4, 3] which
follows a corpus-based appraoch and Manurung’s work [5,
6] which follows an evolutionary one.

In [4], a poetry generation system, that employs a case-
based reasoning approach to produce Spanish poetry, is in-
troduced. The system selects the poem words only based on
their syntactic category and ranking with respect to a user-
defined meaning and a set of existing cases. Thus, unlike the
system presented in this paper, it lacks strong poeticness, in
that it does not consider metric information in the word
choice. A later version of said system is introduced in [3]
and relies on choosing an existing poem, replacing some of
its words according to a number of constraints and splitting
the original lines using various different methods. The fol-
lowing snippet of a translated poem, generated by the final
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version of the system, shows that the produced poems are
not always grammatically correct, meaningful or coherent,
in contrast to the poetry generated in this paper.

Alas, my index! Oh, yellow
lemon!....

Do not even find them, put them away
in two little boxed, brother, as if

for white girls.

McGonnagall [5], is an evolutionary system, that repre-
sents the process of poetry generation as a state space search
problem. The system generates metrically constrained po-
ems based on a certain target semantics using a grammar-
driven formulation. Although McGonnagall is capable of
finding optimal poems for moderately-sized target semantics
and metre pattern, separately, it has difficulties with simul-
taneously considering both evaluation functions [6]. While
McGonnagall produces poems that are very constrained and
grammatically correct, it has the disadvantage of being a
knowledge-intensive approach, while at the same time rely-
ing on a small lexicon, in comparison to the work presented
in this paper. McGonnagall also aspires to create poems
that are very similar in form and content to existing poems,
which causes the poems to sound too repetitive and lack
room for interpretation, as shown in the example:

A very african lion,
who is african, dwells in a waste.

Its head, that is big,
is very big.

A waist, that is its waist, it is small.

Although most approaches for generating poetry utilise
constraints, to define what a poem should satisfy; to the best
of our knowledge, there is only one system that actually uses
constraint programming methods to generate poems. The
work done in [9, 8], introduces a poetry generation system
that consists of two subcomponents, the first is a conceptual
space specifier that follows a corpus-based approach for ful-
filling grammaticality and coherence, the second is a concep-
tual space explorer that uses constraint programming tech-
niques for achieving poeticness features and actually pro-
ducing the poems, accordingly. This approach separates
the content and form of a poem, from the actual process
of creating the poem. The specifier component [9] uses the
input from the user, alongside poetry corpora, to generate
a large number of mutually dependent word choices for dif-
ferent positions in the poem and their dependencies. The
explorer component, described in [8], produces the output
poem based on said input by expressing all various aspects
of poetry as interacting constraints and then using a con-
straint solver to find optimal solutions. The poem skeleton,
the list of potential candidate words for each position in the
skeleton, the possible form requirements of the poem (e.g.
rhyme and rhythm) in addition to the syntax and content
requirements form a constraint satisfaction or also an opti-
mization problem. The poems generated by the system are
usually similar given a certain topic and their words limited
by the chosen corpus. Poems that are not very meaningful,
coherent or grammatically correct can be generated by the
system, as visible in the example:

Music swells, accent practises, theatre hears!
Her delighted epiphanies bent in her universe:

And then, singing directly a universe she disappears!
An anthem in the judgements after verse!

While the three existing systems rely on information from
existing poetry corpora, our system does not depend on any
external information, other than the lexicon, in order to gen-
erate poetry. This results in unique, entirely artificially gen-
erated poems, unlike the ones produced by existing systems,
that take their basis and essence from human made poetry.

3. CONSTRAINT HANDLING RULES
Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [2], is a constraint-

based, commited choice, logic programming language with
multi-headed rules, that was initially introduced to write
constraint solvers.

A CHR program consists of rules that add and remove the
user-defined constraints to and from the global constraint
store. A rule has the following form:
Head ==> Guard|Body.

The syntax and semantics of CHR will be explained by
the example of the partial order relation , leq(X,Y), which
holds if the value of variable X is less than or equal that of
Y. The CHR program for defining the leq relation consists
of four rules:

reflexivity @ leq(X,X) <=> true.

antisymmetry @ leq(X,Y) , leq(Y,X) <=> X=Y.

idempotence @ leq(X,Y)\ leq(X,Y) <=> true.

transitivity @ leq(X,Y) , leq(Y,Z) ==> leq(X,Z).

The simplification rule responsible for representing the re-
flexivity of the leq relation consists of one head, that sim-
plifies the fact, that X is less than or equal X, to true. This
is done by removing the leq(X,X) constraint from the con-
straint store. The antisymmetry property is again described
using a simplification rule with two heads, where two sym-
metric leq constraints mean that the two variables are of
equal value. Thus, the two are removed and the equality
relation between them is added to the constraint store and
handled by the host language, namely Prolog. The idempo-
tence rule is responsible for removing redundant copies from
the constraint store by keeping the constraints before the ‘\’
and removing the ones following it. Finally, The transitiv-
ity rule is a propagation of a new leq constraint, that can be
implied from the already existing ones, while the constraints
in the head are kept in the constraint store. The execution
of a CHR program is triggered by an input query , where
the constraints of the query keep firing the rules by match-
ing the heads until a fix point is reached. For a sample
query of leq(X,Y), leq(Y,Z), leq(Z,X), the transitivity
rule will add leq(X,Z), which will trigger the antisymmetry
rule to remove leq(Z,X),leq(X,Z) and add X=Z. The unifi-
cation of X with Z makes the antisymmetry rule applicable
on the first two constraints of the query, and results in the
addition of X=Y. At this point there are no more constraints
in the store to match the rule heads. Thus, no more rules
can be fired and the program will terminate and output the
answer X=Y,X=Z. In the following please note the distinction
between CHR constraints that represent actual objects and
the semantic constraints enforced on poems.

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
An overview of the whole system architecture will be given,

before going into the poetry generation components in more
detail. In the introduced approach, the whole poem is re-
garded as an empty grid, where the reasoner replaces each
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Figure 1: Poetry Generation Process

grid element with a word. A poem is generated by filling
the grid, one element at a time. Each final word is selected
from its set of candidate words, which is initially the whole
lexicon. The selection process of each word can be regarded
as a step-wise pruning of the whole lexicon by the reasoner,
based on various constraints, as shown in Figure 4. The
first constraint to be taken into consideration is the word
type represented by Part-Of-Speech (POS) tag, where the
POS-tag pruner selects only the words matching the cur-
rent required word type, from the lexicon. The required
word types are all stored in a grammar pattern list, that
contains the POS-tag of all the words that should appear in
the poem, in the correct order. All the important informa-
tion, contained in the grammar list, is extracted from the
lexicon, as it is explicitly designed to provide all the neces-
sary grammatical details. The generation of the lexicon and
grammar list will be discussed in more detail, later. After
achieving a list of all the words, that match the grammar
pattern, the list is narrowed down further, by the Rhythm
matcher to keep only words corresponding to the current
stress pattern. The stress pattern list contains the informa-
tion about the rhythm of the poem and thus, ensures that
all chosen words satisfy the stress pattern. The two prun-
ing stages employed to this point, are sufficient to create an
artefact that can be considered as English text, because it
satisfies the basic grammar rules. In turn, this text can also
be considered a poem, as it satisfies the most basic poem
property, namely the rhythm. The quality of the generated
poems, can however still be improved. In addition to the
further grammaticality and poeticness elements, that need
to be considered, the complex property of meaningfulness
needs to be satisfied. Most of the further grammar rules are
handled in advance in the initial grammar list, to ensure that
the words are chosen correctly from the beginning. However
some grammar rules can only be applied after, all or some,
words of the sentence have already been chosen. Another
property that is familiar in poems, is the fact that verse
endings follow a certain rhyme scheme. This is achieved
by the Rhymer, which enforces an extra pruning step to
the candidate lists of words appearing at line endings. Fi-
nally the Random selector selects a random word from the
pruned candidate list, and adds it to the poem. As some
words need to be compared to already chosen words, as well
as the candidate list, CHR is very well suited for this type
of constraint solving, due to its multi-headed nature, as will
be shown later. Meaningfulness is achieved in this system,
in the sense of poem coherence. It is ensured that each gen-
erated poem follows one basic theme by dividing the basic
lexicon into various smaller theme-based lexica, and allowing

the user to specify the theme of the poem to be generated.
To achieve more coherence the system minimizes the num-
ber of acting subjects and objects in the poem, which will be
discussed later. Because of the figurative and interpretative
nature of poetry, texts generated using the above outlined
approach sound meaningful and coherent. Also, because of
the randomness of the word selection process, given the sat-
isfaction of the basic constraints, the generated text has the
beauty of enabling the readers to allow their imagination to
run freely. Given a poem, each reader will deduce a different
message he or she believes the poem conveys, which is the
actual point of poetry and creative works, in general. The
architecture of the reasoner enables the addition of any fur-
ther constraints the user wishes to enforce on the generated
poems, as it will simply require the addition on an extra
pruning step to the candidate list.

The poetry generation process thus consists of two com-
ponents, namely the lexicon and the reasoner, which will
each be explained in further details.

4.1 Lexicon
The reasoner consists of pruning rules, that are applied on

the lexicon, to generate each word. The lexicon is designed
specifically to simplify the word selection and pruning pro-
cess, by providing the reasoner with the needed information,
in the format best suited for the implementation using CHR.
The lexicon is generated using Java and CHR, by merging
and reformatting [10] and [1], before adding some external
information. Each entry in the lexicon has the following for-
mat: word type;number of syllables;stress pattern

list;pronunciation list;word. For example the initial
entry of the word ‘charm’ would be verb;1;1;ch,aa1,r,m;

charm;. The number of syllables corresponds to the number
of vowels in the word, and the stress pattern corresponds to
the number representing the stress of each vowel phoneme
in [10]. Initially, we differentiate between 7 different word
types: noun, verb, adjective, adverb, pronoun, preposition
and conjunction. Having the type of the word at the be-
ginning of each lexicon entry, enables us to only import the
words with the current required word type, from the lexi-
con. The first pruning step is thus preformed in the lexicon
file, with the instructions of the reasoner. This makes the
CHR pruning rules more efficient by having a much smaller
candidate list to operate on. The information contained in
the lexicon so far, is already enough to realize the poeticness
features: namely rhythm and rhyme, because of the avail-
able stress pattern and pronunciation list. The basic notion
of grammaticality is also achieved, in that the chosen words
will always match the type at the head of the grammar pat-
tern list, regardless of how the latter is generated. A sample
output generated by using this lexicon is:

the maid amends except the numbers
flogging till linguist solely summons
contrite charades detailed or raped

import diseased or tipster shaped

Although the text sounds like a poetic construct it definitely
does not make much sense. The first modification made to
the lexicon is the generation of smaller theme-based lexica.
For the time being, this is done manually, to prove the con-
cept of coherence on the sample theme of love. By narrowing
down the main lexicon, we get rid of the words that are not
likely to appear in poems (e.g. ‘tipster’). The coherence
of the poem is achieved because only words related to each
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Constraint Meaning
candidate(V,I,W) W is the final candidate for position I of verse V

word(V,I,W) W is the actual word in position I of verse V

last_word(V,I) The word with index I is the last word in verse V

pattern(V,G,S) G and S are the remaining grammar and stress pattern lists of verse V, respectively
count(V,I) The word with index I is the current word to be processed in Verse V

subject(S) The word S is a subject of the poem

Table 1: List of Constraints

other, with respect to the theme, will appear in the candi-
date list produced by the sub-lexica. Using the love-themed
lexicon instead, would generate such poems:

friendship breathed or brightly trusted
lovely marriage wedded and divorced

a wife touching after dearest lust

firing over music and caress

While the poem sounds like a construct that could be pro-
duced by a human, we notice, for example, the odd sound of
the use of the preposition ‘on’ with the verb ‘dream’. This is
why the lexicon was further enhanced, to add the necessary
information needed to construct the rest of the sentence,
after the appearance of a verb. The single entry of the
verb ‘charm’ will now be extended to verb;1;1;ch,aa1,r

,m;charm;obj and verb;1;1;ch,aa1,r, m;charm;obj,prep,

ing;into. The first occurrence of the verb ‘charm’ states
that the sentence can be continued by an object, the second
gives the possibility of succeeding the object with a prepo-
sition and a verb in its ‘ing’ form. However, we need to
define exactly which prepositions can be used, which was
the reason for this extension in the first place. Thus, we
add another element to the entry, namely the list of possible
prepositions; here ‘into’. The reasoner regards the two en-
tries as two different ones of the same POS-tag. In order to
be able to generate poems using the extended lexicon, some
modifications need to be applied. Further type distinctions
are incorporated into the lexicon. We differentiate between
different verb forms e.g. the ‘s’ and ‘ing’ form. In the case of
nouns, we differentiate between: actor, concept, thing, item
and plural. While the subject of the sentence is initially re-
stricted to be of type ‘actor’, the object of the sentence can
be of any noun type. Using the new extended lexicon, these
sentences can, for example, be correctly generated:

A Miss felt alive about the hug

She sadly charms the boy into singing

4.2 Reasoner
After having described the lexicon structure and its gener-

ation, we will go into the details of the reasoner component.
The main constraints used by the reasoner are described
in Table 1. The CHR rules define the interaction of the
main constraints with each other and the application of the
actions (prolog predicates) on them, in order to prune the
candidate list; all the while satisfying all the poetry con-
straints.

4.2.1 Initialization and Termination
Before starting to generate any poems, the system has to

add some initial constraints, which are considered the in-
ternal inputs of the reasoner. First, the grammar pattern

list G is added to the constraint store, to be used as a basis
for the poem generation. The list can be given the exact
pattern required in advance; however, that would be very
tedious and would always generate similar poems. The for-
mat of the verb entries in the lexicon however allows us to
know how the sentence pattern should continue after any
chosen verb. Thus, only subject and verb are given to the
grammar pattern list. Also whenever a conjunction needs
to be added between two sentences this should be stated
specifically in the grammar pattern list. An article is forced
to always appear before a noun, but it can be retrospec-
tively removed or modified, depending of the final noun cho-
sen. In order for the poetry generation process to start, we
need to generate the constraint pattern(V,G,S). A sam-
ple grammar pattern list G, representing a poem could be:
[article,actor,verb,conjunction,article,actor,verb].
The stress pattern list S, contains the stress pattern of the
number of syllables, allowed in verse V. The count/2 con-
straint is also needed, as it keeps track of the number of
words allowed in each verse. Note, that the stress pattern
list is only equivalent to the current line, while the gram-
mar pattern list spans the whole poem. Thus, whenever the
stress pattern list is empty (more details in the following),
we initialize a new pattern/3 constraint for the following
verse, with the remaining elements of the grammar pattern
list and a new stress pattern list. As we choose, that the
poem will follow a monotone rhythm, the same initial stress
pattern list is given to the pattern/3 constraint, of all the
verses. Whenever a new verse is started, a last_word/2

constraint, with the previous verse number and the count
index it had reached, is added. The poem is only fully gen-
erated, whenever the grammar pattern list becomes empty.
As the current implementation of CHR follows the refined
operational semantics, the rules will always be applied from
top to bottom. Thus the final rule is the one responsible for
generating a word/3 constraint for any candidate word that
has passed through all the rules. Although the word/3 con-
straint symbolizes a final poem word, it can still be changed
retrospectively whenever needed, which shows the flexibility
of using CHR.

4.2.2 Basic Grammaticality and Poeticness
The actual poetry generation process, where all the prun-

ing occurs, consists of two basic rules:

1 @ pattern(Verse,[H|T],TargetMetre), count(Verse,Count)
<=> grep(lexicon, H, TypeCandidates),
narrow_down(TypeCandidates,TargetMetre,MetreCandidates),
random_choose(MetreCandidates,Candidate),
candidate(Verse,Count,Candidate), update.

Rule 1 consists of two pruning steps. The first one occurs,
while selecting the words from the lexicon, using the grep
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predicate; by only “grepping” lines that start with the cur-
rent head of the grammar pattern list. The resulting list
contains the so called TypeCandidates. The second prun-
ing step is realized, by the narrow_down predicate, which
takes as input the TypeCandidates and the TargetMetre(the
current stress pattern list), and produces the MetreCandi-
dates list. The MetreCandidates list is generated by only
keeping words from the TypeCandidates, whose stress pat-
tern is a prefix of the TargetMetre. Now that all the re-
maining words are viable, we randomly choose one of the
words to become a candidate for the current position. The
random_choose predicate allows for backtracking, to try out
a different words, in case no solution can be reached. The
rest of the rule inserts a candidate constraint for the cho-
sen word, updates the stress pattern list by removing the
number of syllables used by the chosen word, and adds the
updated pattern constraint.

2 @ candidate(Verse2,ID2,ExWord2)\ last_word(Verse2,ID2),
candidate(Verse1,ID1,ExtWord1), last_word(Verse1,ID1)
<=> Verse1 is Verse2+1, Verse1 mod 2 =:= 0 |
get_type(ExWord1,Type), grep(lexicon,Type,TypeCandidates),
narrow_down_rhyme(TypeCandidates,ExWord2,RhymeCandidates),
random_choose(RhymeCandidates,Candidate),
candidate(Verse1,ID1,Candidate), update.

Rule 2 handles the verse ends, where we need to enforce the
additional constraint of rhyme when choosing a word. Here,
we notice how important the multi-headed rule matching re-
ally is, as we only want this rule to be applied, whenever two
candidate words, that are also in positions indicated by the
last_word constraints, exist. Also the guard conditions, en-
suring that the two words, are in two verses that should actu-
ally rhyme, should also be satisfied. For example the shown
guard conditions represent the rhyme scheme: ‘aabb..’. Be-
cause we now need to replace a word, with another one of
the same type, we need to access the type of the candidate
word to be replaced. After the two pruning steps explained
in the rule 1 have been applied, we preform the final prun-
ing step; namely extracting the RhymeCandidates from the
TypeCandidates. The narrow_down_rhyme predicate checks,
if the words, in the TypeCandidates, rhyme with the other
existing word, and adds those to the RhymeCandidates.
This is done with the help of the rhyme predicate, which
takes the pronunciation list of two words and locates the
final stressed syllable (i.e. with stress 1) and the consonant
preceding it. Two words rhyme, if all their syllables, starting
the final stressed syllable, are identical, and the consonants,
preceding said final stressed syllable, are different.

4.2.3 Additional Grammatical Constraints
The basic rules defined above, coupled with a complete

predefined grammar pattern list, are sufficient to generate
poetic texts, as shown above. However, we had mentioned,
that only a basic grammar pattern list will be input and the
expansion will occur automatically. This extension reduces
the number of external data needed for the reasoner, mak-
ing it more autonomous. The grammatical quality of the
generated poems is also improved.

3 @ count(Verse,Count),candidate(Verse,ID,ExistentWord)\
pattern(Verse, [Type|T],TargetMetre) <=> (ID is Count+1;
ID is Count+2), get_type(ExistentWord,ExistentType),
fix(Type,ExistentType,FixedType),
pattern(Verse, [FixedType|T],TargetMetre).

This rule applies most of the modifications to the grammar
pattern list in advance, whenever a new candidate is chosen,

in order to ensure that any chosen word is correct to start
with. This makes the generation process more efficient. This
is also necessary, because the selection of each word depends
on the existing candidate words and thus, any change in the
already chosen words needs to be carefully conducted as not
to disrupt the rhyme and rhythm, in particular. One exam-
ple modification enabled by the above rule, is replacing the
type of a base form verb with an ‘s’ form one, whenever the
subject of the sentence is in the third singular form. This is
done by checking the type of the existent word, that, either
directly or indirectly, precedes the word to be chosen. This
is to take into consideration, the possibility of the existence
of adjectives between a subject and a verb. The fix pred-
icate, fixes the type of the words to be chosen, according
to the type of the existing word, if necessary. The modi-
fied word type is added to the stress pattern list, and the
generation process can proceed normally. Another impor-
tant modification is the expansion of the grammar pattern
list following a verb. Whenever a candidate word of type
verb is selected, some rules similar to the fix rule, apply
additional modifications to the grammar pattern list. Such
verb-specific modifications are:

• Adding the grammar continuation list of the verb to
the existing grammar pattern list

• Replacing words of type preposition with the possible
prepositions depending on the verb

• Randomly replacing an object with one of the different
noun types

• Randomly deciding to place an adjective or adverb be-
fore any noun

• Extra restrictions on sentence structure

Other than the case of backtracking to find a rhyming
word pair, there is only one instance where the retrospec-
tive fixing of already placed candidates occurs. This hap-
pens when dealing with articles because an article precedes
a certain word and thus can only be modified after said word
has been chosen. In case of pronouns the article is removed,
while words starting with a vowel require the replacement of
‘a’ with ‘an’, and plural nouns sound better when preceded
with the article ‘the’ instead of ‘a’. These fixes are rela-
tively simple because the constraints can be replaced using
the CHR rules, and any additional updates are automati-
cally handled by the reasoner.

4.2.4 Coherence
An extra step that can be taken, in order to improve the

coherence of the poem, other than the theme-based lexica,
is putting a constraint on the choice of the subjects and
objects of the poem. This is achieved by the following rule:

4 @ SuObjects(A), pattern(Verse, [H|T],TargetMetre),
count(Verse,Count) <=> H = ’subject’; H = ’object’ |
choose_candidate(C), append(C,A,A1),
random_choose_unique(A1,Candidate),
candidate(Verse,Count,Candidate),
(SuObjects(A);SuObjects(A1)), update.

Each time a new subject or object is to be chosen, a candi-
date is chosen normally, following the rules 1 and 2. Then, it
is added to the list A, which contains the subjects and objects
of the poem, so far. From this list, one element is chosen
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randomly and it is used as the subject or object of the list,
respectively. The only restriction on the choice, is checking
that the subject of the sentence is not the same as the ob-
ject, which is done by the predicate random_choose_unique.
If the candidate C was used as the subject or object, then
the new list containing C is added, else the old one is kept.
This procedure, ensures that the number of subjects and
objects acting in the poem is limited, without sounding too
constrained; which adds more coherence to the flow of the
poem. This could cause some minor discrepancies in the
rhyme of the poem, but they are negligible, in comparison
to the achieved improvement in the poems’ quality.

5. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
Here, is one result produced by the current state of the

lexicon and reasoner:

Sad Hearts
He trusts a tear to sing along

when he dances with the hearts
He hates to trust in a romance where
he loves to miss to dance with a care

Because of the creative nature of poetry, it is difficult to
define an objective evaluation method, of the quality of the
resulting poems. Turing-like tests (to be applied later) and
reader feedback, are some of the possibilities for evaluating
poetry. A preliminary evaluation of the quality of the pro-
duced poems was conducted, by posting some of them on-
line (http://allpoetry.com/poem/11642365 and 11642291),
to receive reader feedback, without specifying that the po-
ems were generated by a computer. The received feedback
was positive, showing that the generated poetry is compa-
rable to human generated poetry. However, a larger scale
qualitative and quantitative study, needs to be conducted
to further validate this assumption. A comparison between
poems produced by the proposed poetry generation system
and other existing systems, has been given in Section 2.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, an autonomous hybrid system for gener-

ating poems satisfying the three properties of poeticness,
grammaticality and meaningfulness, was introduced. Our
approach does not require existing corpora or external in-
formation to generate acceptable poems, which ensures that
the produced poems are unpredictable and unique, unlike
other approaches that rely on corpora of existing poems.
The poetry generation process relies solely on a specially
designed lexicon (and the derived sub-lexica) and the rea-
soner rules written in CHR. This makes it a suitable model
of the process of human poetry writing, as humans do not
rely on corpora or other poems in order to write new po-
ems, but only on their vocabulary (lexicon), knowledge of
the language rules and talent (program code). The gen-
erated lexicon provides the reasoner with all the necessary
information and contains a large number of words, which
is not the case in most of the poetry generation systems.
Rather than generating the whole poem text and revising
it against the poetry constraints after each iteration like
most systems do, the system updates the information for
choosing the following words through the syntax and metre
pattern, each time a new word is to be added to the poem,
to ensure correctness in advance and minimize backtracking.
Thus, at any given step all constraints for grammaticality,

poeticness and meanigfulness are ensured simultaneously by
pruning the list of possible candidates to incrementally fulfil
the constraints.

As this paper introduces a work in progress, there are a
few extensions that could still be added to the developed
system. The process of generating the main lexicon and
the theme-based lexica could be fully automated. The lex-
icon could be extended to include information about the
gender of nouns, to enable interchanging them with their
corresponding pronouns, when needed. Also differentiations
between different adverb types could allow for their better
placement, resulting in poems that are more grammatically
correct. A function measuring the semantic relation between
words could be used to choose the final words from their
pruned candidate lists, instead of randomly doing so. The
system could allow the user to specify the theme, rhyme and
rhythm pattern of the poems to be generated. Because the
system is lexicon-based, it is easily portable to other lan-
guages, besides English with, minor changes, given a similar
lexicon of the target language. The reasoner could be opti-
mized further to improve the efficiency of the poetry gener-
ation system. Also, Turing-like tests could be conducted to
evaluate the quality of the produced poems more formally.
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